Your vision realized

We are Stone and Steel.
Our approach is to listen and collaborate, design
and develop. One partner – one seamless
process, which makes us the ultimate solution
for architects, designers and building owners.

“We’re the yes place.”
Randy Gallob, President/Chief Creative Officer
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Communicate and Collaborate
The first, most important part of
collaboration is listening. Which is why
every project starts with a conversation.
Hearing you articulate your vision first hand
is crucial, because that is what we build on.

Design and Develop
This and is pure Stone and Steel, because
it reﬂects the unique integration of our
design and architectural specialists. Our
design space was built specifically for those
two teams to become one, to work side-byside literally and figuratively, and to provide
the ultimate in form and function.

One partner.
One seamless process.
One-stop shop is a cliché, and we are not big on clichés.
We handle every step of the project from architectural
drawings to material sourcing to logistics, build-out and
certification. The result is a simplified, seamless execution.
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Build and Deliver
There is nothing sweeter than building
something that fits perfectly into your
designs. We pride ourselves in our ability
to help you meet the certifications
required to ensure your designs are
built to code and designed to last. It is
literally a fitting end to a meticulous
and rewarding process.
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Our work speaks
for itself
With Stone and Steel every element of your
vision is covered from inception to final
execution. Check out some examples of
our contribution for premier installations
around the country.

Credenza
One solid piece of stone completes the
conference room credenza.

Conference table
Stone and Steel worked with The Stone Collection
to design and build this totally unique conference
table. We were the one source for the stone, the
beveled wood perimeter trim and the support base.

The Stone Collection — Mesa, AZ
Stone and Steel partnered with The Stone Collection
to help them build a state-of-the-art showroom at
their brand new distribution center in Phoenix, Arizona.
Working with stone selections from around the
world, Stone and Steel created tables, benches and
counter tops that help define the endless possibilities
for the materials available at The Stone Collection.
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Morimoto — Waikiki, HI
When Chef Masaharu Morimoto, of Iron Chef fame, was
developing the concepts for his new restaurant in bustling
Waikiki, he came to Stone and Steel to help him create
the ultimate dining experience. Stone and Steel built
elaborate tabletops using custom resin compounds to
embrace Morimoto’s vision of a unique design aesthetic.

Architectural products
Custom resin compounds were formulated
to suspend organic elements within
the elegant tabletops and host stand.
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Stone lounge tables
Modern stone lounge tables were crafted
with clean form and organic materials
to add a sophisticated aesthetic to the
seating areas of Lexington Social House.

Stone bar areas
A custom stone front and back bar were
designed and installed for the interior and
exterior of the upscale Hollywood club.

Lexington Social House – Los Angeles, CA
When the Lexington Social House opened, it quickly became one of Los
Angeles’ premier dining and entertainment destinations. Lexington
Social House reached out to Stone and Steel to further elevate their
interior design strategy with custom products and solutions.
Photography: avablu.com
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Innovation Table
See your vision in the form of large format
plans, life size room renderings and more
at our larger than life Innovation Table.

Samples and Products
As a proud partner of premier materials
companies like Dupont™ Corian® and The
Stone Collection, we offer thousands of
options for your custom solution. You can
also sample the widest variety of products
from Sloan® to elevate your design.

Idea Central
Fostering the creative process
at the design center.
Minds run free and inspiration never runs dry at Idea
Central. Whether you have initial thoughts, sketches
on a tablet or even a napkin, this is the place where your
“Do you think we can?” ideas become a reality.
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Design and Develop
Our design space was built specifically
for designers and architects to become
one, and work side-by-side, literally and
figuratively, to provide their customer
with the ultimate in form and function.

Realization Central

Measurement and Carpentry
From the most minute measurements
to angles cut with a 5-axis waterjet,
your products will be built as precise as
humanly (or mechanically) possible.

Building products with modern
tools and processes.
This is where the rubber meets the road or
the Corian® meets the steel. It’s when expert
craftsmanship, proprietary tools and superior
materials turn plans into physical masterpieces.

Craft and Assemble
After pieces are cut and parts built,
our team hand assembles the final
products for the finishing touch, ready
to ship for your dream installation.

Packaging and Logistics
With the amount of time and effort
that goes into each piece, there is simply
no way we can afford to cut corners
on transport. That is why we custom
package and crate everything we build.
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To make an appointment at the Stone and Steel
Design Center or for more information, please contact us
at 480.966.1250 or visit us online at stoneandsteel.com

2250 West Broadway Road Suite 105
Mesa, AZ 85202, USA
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